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Against the backdrop of our current ‘crisis of care’, this talk discusses
the potentials for rethinking care and social reproduction from a queer
perspective. It will highlight historical examples of ‘queer
infrastructures’ in Canada and the US spanning the period between
lesbian and gay liberation and the HIV/AIDS crisis (late-1960s to
mid-1990s), focusing on the social, material and architectural
relationships underpinning their making and constant re-making. Doing
so, I will argue not only for the importance of attending to the social
and material ecologies that sustain these infrastructures and their
specific communities of users. I also ask to what extent critical
historical accounts of the former can unsettle and destabilize
normative, gendered (and frequently racialized) understandings of care,
while allowing us to rethink of queer spaces away from thingness
towards more fluid and complex infrastructural assemblages.
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